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i don't know, the only thing i can guess is that the code in my opinion is not properly written. that being said, there are some very nice tools for refactoring and code analysis, in
addition to unit test suites. if you are not ready for or not willing to invest in a professional developer, you may want to look into using a tool like artinsoft's visual basic upgrade
companion. automated conversion tools like artinsoft's visual basic upgrade companion can be customized to enforce coding standards or improve the code significantly. vbuc
migration guide - chapter 12. this way, the long term goal of upgrading dao and rdo technologies is broken into intermediate goals that provide. that being said,.net does have

some very nice tools for refactoring and code analysis, in addition to unit test suites. automated conversion tools like artinsoft's visual basic upgrade companion can be customized
to enforce coding standards or improve the code significantly during conversion. this mixed with other code modification tools like resharper will greatly speed up your transition

to.net. artinsoft visual basic upgrade companion is an automated conversion tool that can be customized to enforce coding standards or improve the code significantly. “the visual
basic upgrade companion is a set of scripts and registry settings that automate the conversion of code to the latest version of visual basic, x++, c#, c++, and visual j#/java

programming languages. win 7, 8, 10, server 2016, 2019. the visual basic upgrade companion is a set of scripts and registry settings that automate the conversion of code to the
latest version of visual basic, x++, c#, c++, and visual j#/java programming languages. artinsoft vbuc visit the official site :
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